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	In medicine, as in any other life sciences discipline, research should start by raising
	a question (hypothesis) to solve a problem. Then the scientist should select
	the most appropriated method(s) to answer the question and solve the dilemma.
	The obtained intermediate and final results may answer the question or may raise
	additional or new questions. It closes the loop of research and discovery.


	Quite often, the development of new methods offers the opportunity to raise
	new questions and sometimes, although not well accepted, the application of new
	methods without initial and predefined questions offers new data that can be
	used to raise many valid interrogations. It is like entering the research circle at a
	different entry point.


	For example, sequencing genomes has currently provides numerous valuable
	data and can be considered to be the application of new methods without predetermined
	questions – non hypothesis driven research. In fact, many “omic” experiments,
	such as genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic, and metabolomic studies,
	can be classified into this category. Even without well-defined medically driven
	hypotheses, the spectacular and exponential development of the “omic science”
	has been an impressive driving force for large-scale method development. Currently,
	scientists have the range of many powerful tools available to answer very
	well-defined, pertinent, and difficult hypothesis driven research.
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Digital Storytelling: The Narrative Power of Visual Effects in FilmMIT Press, 2008

	Computer-generated effects are often blamed for bad Hollywood movies. Yet when a critic complains that "technology swamps storytelling" (in a review of Van Helsing, calling it "an example of everything that is wrong with Hollywood computer-generated effects movies"), it says more about the weakness of the story than the...
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Inside Microsoft® SQL Server(TM) 2005: Query Tuning and OptimizationMicrosoft Press, 2007
Dive deep into the internals of query tuning and optimization in SQL Server 2005 with this comprehensive reference. Understanding the internals of SQL Server helps database developers and administrators to better create, access, and effectively process information from enterprise data. Written by experts on SQL Server, this volume from the Inside...
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Computational Intelligence: The Experts SpeakJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	The definitive survey of computational intelligence from luminaries in the field


	Computational intelligence is a fast-moving, multidisciplinary field - the nexus of diverse technical interest areas that include neural networks, fuzzy logic, and evolutionary computation. Keeping up with computational intelligence means understanding...
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The Urinary Tract: A Comprehensive Guide to Patient Diagnosis and ManagementSpringer, 2012

	Providing a true integration of pathology with clinical management, this volume presents a practical, comprehensive text on benign and malignant disease of the adult bladder. Integrating pathology, surgical management, oncology and molecular study in a site-specific manner to include the urethra, urinary bladder, ureter and renal pelvis, The...
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The NeuroProcessor: An Integrated Interface to Biological Neural NetworksSpringer, 2008
This book presents the Neuroprocessor, a novel computational neuronal interface device implemented in VLSI technology. In addition to neuronal signals acquisition, it can process the data, generate stimuli and transmit the data over wireless channels, while using minimum electric energy.
The NeuroProcessor opens with a brief background...
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Ruby Wizardry: An Introduction to Programming for KidsNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		The Ruby programming language is perfect for beginners: easy to learn, powerful, and fun to use! But wouldn't it be more fun if you were learning with the help of some wizards and dragons?

	
		Ruby Wizardry is a playful, illustrated tale that will teach you how to program in Ruby by taking you on a fantastical...
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